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It was attended by participants, from States and 37 International Organizations. Over working papers and
information papers were presented and discussed in two committees. Committee A discussed the technical
items of the Conference: Committee B handled all safety related items of the Conference: IFATCA presented
7 working papers, in partnership with other international organizations, on global runway safety action plans,
on the concept of acceptable level of safety performance, on the integration of drones within ATM, on
cybersecurity, on remote ATS, on commercial space operations, and on the protection of safety data and safety
information. The toolbox contains a set of guiding principles for implementing a Just Culture. Visit our
"Guidance Material" section or click here to download the toolbox! This time, the epicentre was near the
island of Sulawesi. In addition to the strong quake, a devastating tsunami hit Palu Bay. Currently, there are
over 1, fatalities reported. Our thoughts go out to the many victims of this disaster and especially to one of our
colleagues: He remained behind to ensure a flight that was about to take off could do so safely. The decision to
stay cost him his life, but potentially saved hundreds of others. Agung was born in in Abepura - Papua. He
graduated from the Aviation Training Centre in Makassar on He was working at AiNav Indoneaia since June
He was still single and would turn 22 later this month. We are evaluating whether we can help in any other
way. In the mean time, we would encourage everyone to consider donating to the relief efforts for Indonesia:
A number of non-government organisations have set up fund raisers to collect money towards the relief
efforts. Please look in your country for such actions and consider donating - every little bit helps. We hope
they find some comfort in remembering his bravery and commitment to our profession. May he rest in peace.
Lastly, we salute our colleagues in Palu, who in very difficult circumstances continue to provide air traffic
control services. Amongst the subjects discussed, the committee studied the interoperability of automation
systems, the use of parameters downloaded through Mode S radar and the issues resulting from airport
surfaces becoming larger. Our colleagues from the Georgian association were more than excellent hosts and
organizers. Some of them joined the sessions and took the opportunity to discuss some local operational issues
with their colleagues from abroad. The members of the TOC will use all the input collectd during the meeting
to further improve their working papers. ATEPSA graciously provided well equipped facilities, refreshments
and meals for all participants and instructors. The next EB meeting will take place in February Many thanks
to our Argentinean hosts for their hospitality and help in organizing this meeting. Significant action points
arising from the meeting:
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Looking for a cheap flight ticket? Do you want to save time and money, and soon find the best price? You are in the right
place. Skyeurope is a flight search engine, it compares the prices from the most popular online travel agencies, from
traditional airlines to low cost carriers and chooses for you the website with the best price.

This has to be changed, independent journalist Luc Rivet told RT. In 30 years not a single member of the
European Union will be a member of the G7. And from a demographic point of view, we are losing weight to
put it frankly," Juncker said on Thursday. The G7 is composed of the seven most industrially advanced
countries which meet annually to discuss global economic policy. Are you surprised to hear this coming from
the President of European Commission? Why did he say this? Juncker has always been very provocative - it is
his way. Frankly, he is right. Obviously, we will lose weight - that is written in the sky. India and China have
more than [2. Juncker says it just to justify a united Europe. The problem is Mr. Juncker and the commissions
before him, they deindustrialized Europe terribly over the last decades with their globalist policies. Now all
our industries, all what we produce is in China. The subcontractors are in China or in Southeast Asia. We need
to re-industrialize Europe. That is what he says, by the way, as well. The commissioners have changed their
discourse, the way they talk completely. Now, they talk again about re-industrializing Europe just like Donald
Trump is trying to do in the US, for exampleâ€¦ He is provocative but in this instance he is right. And he
mentions also demographics at the end of the speech. And he is right in the sense that we have less children.
Young European couples need to work, both of them. They have to pay for the apartment and to pay for the
taxes. Because they give back something like 55 percent of the richness that we produce. Europe is wrong on
so many instances that we absolutely need a change. And the left and right government in Italy has decided to
improve demographics of Italians by giving incentives to young couples to have children. There is a change in
the policies that are going to be applied. Certainly, from May after next European elections. Read more Is
Salvini the new Juncker? Russia used to be included in the G7 but was expelled over politics. How about
letting Russia in? Would that be of any assistance to the group? I think it would be. It is crazy that Russia is
not there. Europeans are totally wrong in their policies towards Russia. The sanctions issues and tit-for-tat was
started by Europe. Only our economy suffers, our companies. We need to change that. Russia needs to be back
in the G7. That is for sure, because it is one of the giants in the world. We need to stop using politics in the
economic field. Russia should be back, for sure. Could there be more political disagreements within the
remaining members? The budget issue is important. It is because Europe wants to go united and it is only the
Eurozone that has this issue. For the rest of the European countries it is less importantâ€¦ But for the group of
euro countries, euro is a common currency, they need to drive the euro together and to limit their deficit, to
limit their debt in general. And of course, there is an issue now between the European Commission and Italy
because Italy wants to apply policies to relaunch its economy. It is a difficult time but it could be solved.
Think your friends would be interested?
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Beyond the urgent need for a "One Sky Europe", the future of Europe's air transport industry will also increasingly
depend on increased airport capacity - including better road/rail access and check-in facilities - and, where appropriate,
continued healthy competition in the air transport industry.

Mr Knut Billing, Sweden, European Democratic Group Summary Air traffic delays are rising rapidly to the
point of becoming intolerable, causing as they do massive economic and time losses to all market participants,
particularly to passengers. The main reason, the report contends, is insufficient coordination between air traffic
control centres and insufficient route and air space structures across national borders. The 38 member states of
the European Civil Aviation Conference ECAC therefore urgently needs to install a continent-wide, seamless
and fully integrated air traffic management ATM system design, starting with the bottleneck region of
Switzerland, Italy, Spain and France. Ratifying the Revised Eurocontrol Convention would represent a first
important step. The timely and safe arrival of millions of European air travellers must be at the centre of the
air transport concerns, concludes the report â€” not vested interests or the rigid adherence to a status quo that
no longer works. Countries, airports and airlines all have to work closer together and find new solutions in the
years to come, in order to face the doubling of passengers expected by the end of the decade. The current
critical situation of long and worsening air traffic delays causes massive economic losses to all market
participants. It is due mainly to insufficient co-ordination between air traffic control centres and insufficient
route and airspace structures across national borders. The Assembly recognises the valiant efforts of the
European Civil Aviation Conference ECAC and Eurocontrol to prevent delays from worsening even further
within the parameters of the present framework. In particular, it sees the new, revised Eurocontrol Convention
as a major step forward in the direction of an integrated air traffic management ATM system. However, ECAC
and Eurocontrol member states, which over the past decade have liberalised the airline industry, must now do
the same with ATM in looking beyond national prerogatives toward a Europe in urgent need of a
continent-wide, seamless and fully integrated ATM system design. Action is particularly urgent in the
bottleneck region of Switzerland, Italy, Spain and France, where most delays originate and quickly spread and
amplify across the continent. A better functioning ATM system will also require the separation between ATM
service providers - who, whether private or public, should be independent of governments - and a European
ATM regulatory authority, preferably Eurocontrol. The latter should remain responsible for safety, optimal air
space use, economic efficiency and interoperability between system components. There remains an urgent
need for an integrated strategic approach towards a European transport system, in which railroads in particular
could become a viable alternative to mid-distance air travel. Finally, the Assembly calls on ECAC to establish,
in co-operation with the European Union, a charter of air passenger rights applicable in all ECAC member
countries, especially as regards compensation for undue delays and flight cancellations that are the fault of
airlines, overbooking, and in the application of the rights of passengers with reduced mobility or children. The
need for political action Appendix: Intervention by Mr A. The aim of this report is to: ECAC, it will be
recalled, is a member state intergovernmental organisation established in following an initiative by the
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe. It aims to promote the continued development of a safe,
efficient and sustainable European air transport system. In view of the critical situation on delays, the
Rapporteur in the preparation of his report wanted to meet as many different players in European civil aviation
as possible. Furthermore, the Rapporteur paid a rewarding visit to Eurocontrol in September In order also to
ascertain the views of airlines, he visited the Association of European Airlines AEA in Brussels in January ,
and held a very informative exchange of views with its Secretary General Mr. In London he met with Mr.
Pierre Jeanniot, and his staff for a very rewarding discussion. Finally, the Rapporteur wishes to thank all his
colleagues on the Economic Committee who have, in the course of his work, given him many valuable
comments, including at the final adoption of the report in Dubrovnik in May see also paragraphs 35 and The
report will strive for brevity. Unlike earlier reports prepared by the Rapporteur for the Assembly on this
matter, it will not deal extensively with a number of otherwise very important subjects, such as aviation and
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the environment, air safety or security against terrorism. Air transport, after all, is ultimately there for the
customers, not for national governments or airlines, however important their roles obviously are. Civil
aviation is a complex system. It involves carriers, air traffic management ATM , manufacturers of aircraft and
various facilities, maintenance, national aviation authorities, international organisations, airports and the list is
not complete. They have to work in perfect symbiosis with each other in order to be able to ensure a safe,
timely and cost-efficient aviation system. In many parts of Europe, however, the civil aviation system is now
operating at or even beyond the limits of its capacity. The central argument in this report will be that the
present limits are lower than they need be, in particular as concerns air traffic management or ATM, and that
they are so low because of the inability of governments to abandon old structures and ways of thinking, and
instead embrace a truly "One Sky Europe" ATM system. With an enlargement of the European Union around
the corner and Europe growing rapidly together anyhow, European air traffic can be expected to grow all the
faster. Generally speaking, the faster economic development and integration proceed, the faster air traffic will
also grow; for it is largely the manifestation of a more human contact, trade, international investment and
tourism. The number of runways would have to double within the next 15 years, implying some 6 new
runways at Heathrow, 6 at Frankfurt and 10 at Amsterdam - with the only alternative consisting of building
new airports. The number of aircraft of over seats is expected to double from 12, today to 24, in Is this
increase being handled? At present it is not. Following an earlier crisis of rising delays of aircraft in late s,
both airports and European air traffic management carried out a number of reforms which, although not as
radical and imaginative as could have hoped, nevertheless brought down congestion in the air to more or less
acceptable levels. However, recent AEA statistics show that the percentage of aircraft departures delayed by
more than 15 minutes has gone from Eurocontrol estimates that if ATM capacity remains the same, for each
percentage point that traffic increases, delays will go up by 7 per cent. Thus, if a given year produces 5 per
cent more air traffic, delays could increase by 35 per cent and affect many routes so far untouched. Delays in
takeoffs and arrivals can be attributed to many different factors: Airlines differ widely in the extent to which
they contribute to delays. Airports for their part are still managing, even though they could soon turn out to
join the two others as a main bottleneck if the present gap between increase in demand and extension of airport
capacity continues to widen. In addition, delays cause added costs to airlines inefficient use of aircraft, extra
fuel while waiting for permission to land, etc. Delays are also having an impact on the environment: It is here
that the scattered ATC picture is most keenly felt. It is hard to believe it, but it is true. Air traffic controllers
still handle aircraft by giving pilots verbal instructions to change speed, direction and altitude, necessitating
human communication, which is notoriously slow. Delays arise and amplify across the continent. Data link
communication would reduce workload and thus increase system capacity. The situation is particularly serious
in parts of southern Europe. Paradoxically enough, a recent reorganisation of air space over the Alps - meant
to create greater efficiency - has at least temporarily given rise to narrower passages over the area, often
generating delays all over Europe. The latter, it will be recalled, mainly concerned the airlines and has now led
to a free and competitive civil aviation market. When, as could be expected, the liberated market led to more
traffic, the lag in ATM became all the more apparent. ECAC and Eurocontrol try their best to make a system
overtaken by events work, but the latter hits upon the limits of its capacity more and more often as demand
rises. Instead of replacing it with one capable of lastingly solving the problem they are obliged to tinker with
the old, exchanging a part here and a part there - not necessarily compatible - in difficult negotiations among
member states. Air transport historians will - like this Rapporteur - no doubt nostalgically look back at as the
year of lost opportunity. Following protests in particular by France, that idea was unceremoniously buried.
What resulted was the present system of 68 ATC centres and a multitude of different hardware and operating
systems. Can demand be ordained? The Rapporteur held interesting discussions with his interlocutors about
what to do - or not do - about growth. The market is not there to be told what to do. The AEA and IATA, and
indeed this Rapporteur, see governments as having the obligation as transport providers - in the case of air
transport indeed as monopoly ATM providers - to follow and respect the market, not to tell it how to behave.
ECAC, which has done so much in the past to identify new issues and to solve them in particular in the
economic field, will now have to do something so radical to the European ATM system that whatever delays
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occur can be laid at the doors of other factors, not ATM. The case for more market The airlines, being the
main representatives of the market, also object to a situation in which the state - or states jointly organised into
Eurocontrol - at the same time serve as the regulating authority and a service provider ATM. The Rapporteur
fully concurs that these three functions ought to be in separate hands. While the regulator and safety ensurer
can both be in state hands - though preferably separate hands - nothing argues in favour of having the ATM
service provider under state management-ownership also, for it could just as well be run privately. This is
indeed what happens in the construction of aircraft, where regulators specify safety standards to mostly private
manufacturers. There is therefore a strong case for separating all regulatory functions from the operational
ones, which latter could be given to private operators. While the service rendered is acceptable in terms of
safety, it must be strongly doubted whether this is so from the point of quality of service rendered, especially
in terms of punctuality. Above all, there is no competition. If there were, passengers would surely stand to
benefit through lower prices. The strategy included a revised Eurocontrol convention meant to give the
organisation more independence and greater responsibility for a wider range of tasks. European ATM policy
and planning would henceforth be decided in a single, new Europe-wide structure within Eurocontrol. The aim
would be to achieve maximum, timely and cost-effective capacity for the ECAC area as a whole. A "total
aviation system approach" would be adopted as regards ATM air safety aspects, and the latter would become
independent of the ATM service portion. Finally, decision-making would be streamlined through the
introduction of majority voting. However, at the time of writing, the convention has not yet entered into force
for lack of the necessary number of ratifications. This is something that the Rapporteur regrets deeply. The
Economic Committee and the Parliamentary Assembly as a whole must find a way, together with ECAC and
Eurocontrol, to speed up the process of signatures and ratifications. Indeed, even if the new Eurocontrol
Convention had come into effect, it would in the view of the Rapporteur have represented much too timid an
effort when compared with the crisis at hand. The need for a new departure What, then, is needed in order to
overcome the ATM part of the delay problem? Firstly, since the fundamental cause is the fragmented nature of
European Air Traffic Control ATC and the independent national systems that try to co-manage it, a clear chain
of command must be established to enhance the capacity of all partners in what is known as the
Trans-European Air Transport Network. It will also be necessary to ensure that decisions, once they have been
agreed to by the various state authorities, are indeed carried out and properly co-ordinated with one another.
Only in this way can conflicts of interest be avoided by a national aviation authority that is both an ATC
service provider and a Eurocontrol decision maker collectively with other national aviation authorities. That
will require much more competition - that is, many more corporatised and private ATM service providers. The
Rapporteur very much hopes that ECAC and Eurocontrol can play an active role in introducing such a novelty,
even though it may give them a more secondary role in this particular field. For that, they will have to
overcome their tendency shown so far to side more with the status quo and national considerations than with
change and truly pan-European ATM integration. It is also essential that the countries of Central-Eastern
Europe be fully incorporated into such a "One-Sky Europe", especially since their air space and airports will
be increasingly used as they integrate economically with western Europe and as the EU prepares for
enlargement. With so much going on in the field of navigation by satellite, it is high time for it to become the
centrepiece in this radically new European approach to ATM. One such system is under way under the
auspices of Eurocontrol. It is to be called Free Route and will be introduced progressively in Europe over the
next few years, as aircraft are equipped with the required navigation equipment, on-board computers and
collision-avoidance tools.
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The Guardian later characterised the merger as "effectively a takeover by News Corporation". Many of the
lessons had been learnt with more than half the running cost of the combined company". Further cuts in losses
were a direct result of , new customers joining during the first half of James Capel forecast BSkyB would still
be indebted in Broadcasting and the foundation of the Premier League In the autumn of , talks were held for
the broadcast rights for Premier League for a five-year period, from the season. Sam Chisholm said "By any
standards this is an excellent result, in every area of the company has performed strongly". John Cassy, the
channel manager of Artsworld, said: The watchdog invited interested parties from the industry to comment on
the sale, including its potential impact on the pay-TV market. However, following the News International
phone hacking scandal , critics and politicians began to question the appropriateness of the proposed takeover.
The resulting reaction forced News Corp. The acquisitions were completed on 13 November. Sky plc bought
out the remaining minority shareholders in Sky Deutschland during , using a squeeze-out procedure to obtain
the remaining shares and delist Sky Deutschland on 15 September The two companies reached an agreement
on the deal on 15 December; it is subject to regulatory approval. However, the regulator did deem that a
Fox-owned Sky would be "fit and proper" to hold broadcast licences, despite the recent sexual harassment
controversies that had emerged at the U. Fox News Channel , as there was no evidence to the contrary. Fox
stated that this purchase would "not alter [its] full commitment and obligation to conclude our proposed
transaction. Disney has a narrower scope of media ownership in the country than the Murdoch family. This
commitment would be inherited by Disney after the completion of its purchase of 21st Century Fox. In this
process, Fox, followed by Comcast, made new cash-only bids for Sky. After these first two rounds of bidding,
there would be a third round where both companies could make new offers. However, the third round of
bidding would only be binding if both companies make a bid. The results were to be revealed on 22
September, and be confirmed by the start of trading on 24 September. The transaction is expected to be
completed in November, and Sky would be delisted. Chisholm served in this position until He was followed
by Mark Booth who was credited with leading the company through the introduction of Sky. He is also
credited with returning the company to profit and bringing subscriber numbers to new heights. In , Ball
announced his resignation and James Murdoch , son of Rupert Murdoch was announced as his successor. This
appointment caused allegations of nepotism from shareholders.
Chapter 5 : SkyTeam Airline Alliance | Official Website
The Single European Sky is a European Commission initiative by which the design, management and regulation of
airspace will be coordinated throughout the European Union (ECAA area).

Chapter 6 : Single European Sky - Wikipedia
The One Sky exercise is an example of U.S. and NATO allies sharing a commitment to promote peace and stability
through developing their relationship and communication process. (U.S. Air Force photo by Airman 1st Class Alexandria
Lee).

Chapter 7 : Sky TV & Broadband | News, Sports, Movies & Entertainment | blog.quintoapp.com
The Single European Sky (SES) was born to meet this need. Launched by the European Commission in , its primary
aim is to meet future capacity and safety needs through legislation. With the Single European Sky second package
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(SES II), a step forward was made towards establishing targets in key areas of safety, network capacity.

Chapter 8 : Europe 'not ready to cope' with a new financial crisis, experts warn
Sky Limited is a pan-European, British media and telecommunications company owned by Comcast and headquartered
in blog.quintoapp.com has operations in the United Kingdom, Ireland, Germany, Austria, Italy and Spain.

Chapter 9 : Search Cheap Flights on Skyeurope | Compare Flights from Low Cost Carriers & Traditional Ai
View credits, reviews, track listings and more about the UK & Europe Cassette release of Secrets Of The Dreamcatcher
by Ron Allen & One Sky.
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